
Think of activation as a barometer that gauges the level of interest you’re receiving from your target accounts. Your targeted marketing and sales efforts “activate” 
members of the buying group from one of your target accounts to take notice and begin to interact with your company. 

Full Circle ABM offers an entire Activation Dashboard dedicated to these metrics, so you can track patterns of behavior from the accounts showing the most serious 
interest in buying.
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DETECTED VOLUME

ENGAGED VOLUME

PRIORITIZED VOLUME

The detected volume metric allows you to see how many target 
accounts in your revenue funnel are actively showing intent around 
topics related to your product or service. 

The engaged volume metric enables you to see how many of your 
target accounts have engaged with your campaigns by downloading at 
least one piece of gated content on your website.

This metric is crucial for seeing how many of your target accounts have 
been nurtured to the point that they  are ready for a handoff to sales. 
This metric correlates to the idea of an MQL in person based 
marketing. 

KEY ABM METRIC DEFINITION & BENEFIT

ACCOUNT ACTIVATION

KEY METRICS FOR ABM MEASUREMENT

ABM KEY METRICS CHEAT SHEET
In this 3-page cheat sheet, Full Circle Insights outlines the key metrics for measuring success in account based marketing. Learn more from our ABM resources and 
webinars at www.fullcircleinsights.com 

ENGAGED CONVERSION %
Your targeted marketing and sales efforts “activate” members of the 
buying group from one of your target accounts to take notice and 
begin to interact with your company.
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https://support.fullcircleinsights.com/Full_Circle_ABM/ABM_Method_and_Dashboards/031_Activation


The quicker a target account moves from “Who are you?” to “I need what you’re selling now,” the sooner your company can recognize revenue from a closed/won deal. 

Full Circle's Funnel Trends Dashboard gives you stage-by-stage insight into how long it takes a target account to move through your ABM funnel. 

This enables you to predict your revenue stream more accurately, and to recognize and address any potential bottlenecks before they get out of hand.
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ENGAGED TO PRIORITIZED 
VELOCITY

WIN RATE (TARGET VS NON 
TARGET)

TARGET ACCOUNT REVENUE

Engaged to prioritized velocity indicates how many days it takes, on 
average, for a target account to move from the engaged stage to the 
prioritized stage. 

Win Rate (Target vs Non-Target) compares the percentage of won deals 
from target and non-target accounts. If our ABM strategy is effective, 
we would expect to see a higher win rate among target accounts than 
non-target accounts.

Target Account Revenue tells you how much total revenue has been 
generated from won deals with target accounts.

KEY ABM METRIC DEFINITION & BENEFIT

KEY METRICS FOR ABM MEASUREMENT

ABM KEY METRICS CHEAT SHEET

PIPELINE ATTRIBUTION BY 
CAMPAIGN

This metric is crucial for monitoring the effectiveness of your ad 
campaigns allowing for campaign optimization based on the total 
target accounts that have made it to the pipeline stage of your 
revenue funnel. 

PIPELINE SPEED & CONVERSION
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https://support.fullcircleinsights.com/Full_Circle_ABM/ABM_Method_and_Dashboards/041_Funnel_Trends
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DETECTED ACCOUNT VOLUME 
TRENDS

ENGAGED ACCOUNT VOLUME 
TRENDS

PRIORITIZED ACCOUNT 
VOLUME TRENDS

Detected account volume trend breaks down the total volume of 
target accounts that have reached the detected stage in each month 
of your chosen timeframe.

This metric allows you to see the trend of engaged target accounts 
within your chosen timeframe. It can be useful to cross-reference the 
data from these Volume Trend charts to determine if there’s a pattern 
of conversion from stage to stage in certain months.

Prioritized acocunt volume trends show you the volume of accounts 
that have been nurtured to the point of being ready for a sales handoff 
within your revenue funnel. 

It can be helpful to view this month over month to ensure you are on 
pace with generating enough prioritized account volume to reach your 
quarterly revenue goals. 

KEY ABM METRIC DEFINITION & BENEFIT

KEY METRICS FOR ABM MEASUREMENT

ABM KEY METRICS CHEAT SHEET

At the end of the day, ABM is a numbers game. To meet your revenue goal, you need to get a certain number of target accounts interested in your product. You need a 
certain number of those accounts to be so interested that they start signaling that they might want to buy, and you need a certain number of those accounts to follow 
through and make a purchase within a specific time frame. 

Not only does Full Circle ABM offer your multiple ways to slice and dice your current volume metrics, but historical reporting also enables you to identify trends in 
those metrics — so you can prepare for the future.
 

VOLUME TRENDS


